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Abstract'

a

4

The purpose of this paper is to suggest an approach that

can be used for integrating formative evaluation -into externally

mandated program reviews. The first step in this integration. ts

to classify the mandate4..program Teview criteria using the two

dimensional model developed in this paper. This model is based

on a crossclassification of the t*o major dimensions of program

sequence and program participants. This, model can be used to

examine externally mandated program review criteria .in order to

determine aspects of the program that are not urrently being

assessed. The next step is to devel4 criteria that can used to

enhance the utility ofthe milhd'ated evaluation for formative

purAses. The model can be used to suggest criteria for this

foimative purpose. The model is, illustrated using data from a"

medium, sized urban university.
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The purpose of this paper is to suggest a model that can be
-

used for integrating the formative evaluation of academic

programa with .the requirements of man

higher education. Externally mandated re

d program'reviews in

iews are program

valuations that are undertaken at the request of =an outside

. agency or organization. Statewide program reviews that are

typicality requited by governing boards in higher education and

also accredita tion activities would all fall,into the-category

of externally mandate program review.

Externally mandated reviews are generally concerned with
/ -

the summati e evaluation of academic programs at the university.

Summative valuations focus primarily on the fireoutcomes of

the acade is programs. A good'example of the types of outcomes

that can be used for sum/native evaluation in higher education is
\.,

the set proposed by the National
,

Center for Higher Educatio

Managinent Systems (Lening, 1977). According to Lenninge(1977),

outcomea, are the end results of the processes that occur within

postsecondary.education institutions and programs. This concern

with "end results" can be contrasted with formative evaluations

of academic prpgrams in higher leducation.

Formative evaluations of academic programs sh uld assess
7

that can be used to provide feedback to 'the programcriteria

A
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particiPants in order to improve;the program. '.This idea of

feedback and correctives is,an es&ential'ingredient oeformatave

evaluations. The,distinction between formatiVe and summative

evaluation was initially introduced by Bloom .Hastings and

Madaus (1971) in relation to the evaluation of student learning.'

We_feel that this idea can be 'meaningfully applied to program

reviews in higher education as well. Our use of the term is moi-e

general with specific emphases on the feedback and corrective

aspects of the 'evaluation.

,, the Objectiwes

different, but not

of formative and,summative evaluations are

essarily contradictory. In this paper we

,have{ combined the goals' Of each type of evaluation. Tile need for

this integration is based on the notion that externally mandated.

reviews can be made more pr&ductive, if the goals of formative

evaluation can alai:, be met concurrently during the same

evaluation. The met hod used"to develop criteria for both

formative and summative evaluation is based on the model

degcribed in this paper.

The first step in.increasing the formative evaluation

aspects of an eternally mandated program, review is to assess

the criteria that are currently being used as a Tart of the

summative evaluation. Thia,can be accomplished by categoriiing
0

the mandated criteria into a' simple two dimensional model. This
4

model is created by ,the crobs-classification of the major stages
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. t ,

any academic., program must pass through (input, grocess, and
,,.

output) with the
1.
major particpantssin the', decisions'cOncerning

tl e academic program critexia (students, faculty, and

ad inistrators). This model for classifying program' review

criteria will'be discussed in depth in the next sectioil.

'., Once the mandated criteria have.beeh'classified, the next

step is to develop criteria that can be used to enhance the

utility o the program.evaldation for formative purposes. The

Mo t important criterifor,the formative evaluation of an

demic program would be in the process cells and then perhaps

input cells. These cells in the model for assessing

potential prograe fevIew criteria. would be most crucial because

of their potential for alterability. Of course specific ,criteria

would vary in 'terms' of alterabiiity.,The'identific4ion and

quality of the process criteria are crucial from a formative

evaluation perspective. The process criteria define whatis

actually happeninghaipppening:.in the program and also the technology that

is being

variables in p. outcomes. Although

implement the planned changes

important

the

of the inpit

input variables may be

from .a formatiVe perspective, these criteria will

generally not have as much potential for alterability.

In sudMaryit, the purpose of.this paper is to propose an

approach that

the summattive

,

can be used to combine formative evaluation with

mandated by external,

O

evaluations that are
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agencies.,In order to accomplish this,intergration, a odel lb
,

proposed for examining the mandated criteria in order t develop

new criteria that can be used in conjunction with the mandate'd

program evaluation. The model for examining program reviTy

criteria can be.used to identify weaknesses in the existing

structure bf the summative outcomes that limit'their usefUlness
4

for formatiye evaluation. It is anticipated that thecriteria
.;

used in mend teal reviews will tend to be in the outcome

category. Th rationale and description 6fthe modal for

examining pr gram re criteria is described in the next

section.,

.

criteria

Thi l will then:belail,plied to' examine a ,set of

olde were used in an actual program review at an urban

ersit:Y. J

4

Description of the-model 1

7he model lor examining mandated program review criteria

propdsed in this paper is composed of two major dimensions. The

first diolension represents the maYor stages that 'any program

activity must pass through - input;Aprocess .and ou put. The

second dimension'is identified by the participants in the

decia tins eonCerning academic OrOgraM6----that,i0, students.,

facult and administrators. Wd recognize the presence of.other

influences on the-institution and-prdgrnm; such as gOverninj

boards, legislatures, communities, alumni,, emplOYers,.and media,

but our odel holds that these inflUentes' are mediated through-
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one or more of the three maipr institutional partisp)ant groups'.

identified- above. The two imensioris can be cross- classified toy
'

yield a 3 'ic 3'm4u,trix with nine cells.

In order to assign program review criteria to one of-thege
r ,

11

. .

cells two prin Tes can. be used.. The principle for 'assigning,'

So.

criteria to the first dimension of program sequence'depends on

whether or nit the,criteria is present at the onset oflhe

,program (input), used in the' implementation of the, program
4

(process), dr represents the outcome of the program (output).
,

'The principle for assigning criteria to the.se ond dimension is
r

based on a consideration of-which of these ree major groups

has primary control-/Over the ;action, epresen ed by the criteria.

For_example, stlftents enter .the program with certain-

characteristics (e.g., ability, motivation, previous

achievement) Thes chafacteristics Would be classified as
'

student/input c4 racteristics: Another example is the
4

-arrangements that are,providecVbir the program for accommodating

diverse student needs. (e.g., day are facilities, off-campus

courses, and ,weekend courses). , -These characteristics are

primarily under. the control of administrators and relate to
,

. ,

-:progiath process; these would be'glaced in the

-administration/process cell. -

Each of the cells produced by the across- classification of

the two dimensions - proOam

r

sequence -and program,participants

1
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can define a set of criteria that can be used for program review

by an outside agency and/or developed by a university in, order

to. supplement the information required by, each group. These

criteria. cap be used by interested external or university based

goups to examine program quality, efficiency, or other.goais.

The choice of criteria and the cell which it represents is very
o .

important because the planning and decision making activities

that result from the program review will vary among the.yarious

parties, depending on the cella which are used and the evaluation

,criteria\\generated within cells. Although the cells can be

separated `analytically, the criteria and the cells within the

model are in reality dynamically interconnected.

The,classification of program review criteria,iAto this

model can highlight the cell or cells which are curreniay

'receiving the greatest emphasis in the external review. Lt can

also identify emptytcells, duplication, and criteria not
1- ,

currently being used in the external program review activities

which the ltniversity may wept to include in its own program

review.

Since each cell can be examined independently, a cell can

generate its own definition of program quality. Ideally, for

formative evaluations all of the cells should be represented in

the program review and each cell should contain multiple

criteria. The assessment of program quality should not be based
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on any single criterion or any single cell. The definition of

11 quality should be multi-dimensional in the sense. that there

should be murtiple criteria' within cells and also

multi-dimensional in the sense that several cells are used.

It is also important to note that the cells are not

necessarily of equal importance to either' group. In fact

different Cells in the model can be assigned different levels of

importance depending on the decision-making and planning context

of.the program. By. examining through this model the criteria

proposed by an outside agency, it is possible to draw inferences

-concerning the value 'assigned to each cell by the board. Such

inferences can affect intternal planning and policy.

Maki-kg -the relative importance andvalue of the various

cells af ext \rnal program review explicit is very useful to

administrators and evaluator.s within the university/who axe

typically confronted with a wide variety of seemingly unrelated

program review criteria.' Making the structure underlying the
.

,

criterJ.a.explitit enables them to place more weight on. the

collection, and analyses of data 4r criteria.thEit are 19f major
4

importance to the outside agenty and the university. It can

also be used to suggest.supplemental program information that

the university. may want to .obtain'On'conjunation with the

criteria'maneated by the state board's proglam review

activities.
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In spite of th increasing/Use of state mandated program

reviews, relative y little time and effort has been.invested in

I
examining the structure of currently used criteria for. their

concurrent formative use witiln institutions. The selection of

criteria to a large extent determines the priorities and policy

Olat CaLbe derived from the evaluation and used in planning;
/,

both,statewide Isaanning and within universityqplarining (Bloom,

et al:, 19713 Dillon and Searkman, 1981; Dressel, 1976;q4Starkmant,

'and Bellis, 1977; Tyler, 1949).

In order*, to illustrate the 'classification of mandated
s:

%eft-

criteria into; he prbposed model, a set of criteria pro vsed a

board of highe education will be examined. These criteria were

used in th-e rogram evaluations of an urban university.

I
Case Study

The example used in the case study was conducted at a

Medium sized university (7;000 undergraduate and graduate

students). The. student body is primarily black,,(75%); andablere

are almost twice as many female students as.tale students. It]

is a commuter university and most of the Students come froth the

metropolitan area.

The-university.is operated' under the governance of a board

of governors Of state colleges and universities. The board of

governors has a, responsibility to "...review periodically all

existing programs of instruction, research and public service'at
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.the' state universities and to advisethe appropriate board of

control if,the contribution of each pro.g.ram is not educationally
-44

44,

and economic ly jUstified". The 'program reviews which were

developed to meet this responsibility are designed primarily to

address\Btate-level concerns. The mvetning board also ..

recognizes that "...program reviews' suaport internal, universfty

decisions related to planning, resource allocation, program
0

improvement, And accreditation requirements".

While reviewing the criteriAaelected.by the'goyerni

board for progrbo review,eit was recognized that the crlt.e

were not assessing several program components which would Ike of

significanceto the .institution for formative eValuation,

although noe necessarily of interest to the state board. In

fact mbSt of the criteria seemed to fall into a Small 'subset. of

areas. In order to syst.,ematicallysexhmine this obsexvation, the

model discussed in the previous section was delveloped: Each of

the°criteria for-program review were exam ltd and classified

into the-model for ,examining mandated criteria.' The results are

-showdrin Table -A
,

Overall t ere were 32 criteria used in the program review.

Approximately 28 p'Qrcent of the criteria were classified into

student /output cell. This was le most heavily weighted cell.

Educational aspirations, satisfaction with the'pr7rad and

student grade final point averages are,:exgmples of the typical

4

12

-

V
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The.a4Ministratof/Ottput "cell was thp.next most heavily_

weighted:cellwiti.jo..8 percent of thecritetia being ciateifted

criteria that occurred-,into this category. Some of the

in ,this category were

accreditation of

The

typical

unit costs *rid

third largest Cell was the adminigOratOr/irOCess cell

with approximately 16.pereent of the criteria aspesplag

beheViore from this category, -ArrengeMenis forff-campUS
..

,

courses, academic support and library support are a4. examples

.The, feculty/input,cell included. 12.5 per.Centof the

criteria-.(e:.g., program objecti'ves, number of

and percenttenUred). There,:WOre!.9.4 percent

part-time faculty

of the criteria

the student/input cell (e.g., student..background,

characteristics; high school ,ranks and entry exam. results

Finally, there were 6.2 percent-Of-the criteria in that,.

administrator/inPut cell (e.g., enrollment
-b

in

requirements).

data and resource

of fhe most interesting findings' the'fact that the

student/process and the faculty/proces cells were not.assesse

by'any criteria. In general when educators think about program
,

,i..=--,-,, $ _

evaluation, these are types:. of activitea,,that are typically

used, to define the quality of a program
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,formative evaluation point of View.

Page 11,

The mo0.1 clearihighiights the emphasis on'input'add

output activities with256 percent being outcome criteria, t8,

percent input criteria-and 16: percent process criteria. The

criteria-"are 'abOut7egUallydidtributed between student. and
.

.

ad*nistrator:categories with 38 percent and 41, percent
1 ,. 4

...respectively; approximately. '22 percent of the criteria f

under the faculty category. While these emphaseay be host

appropriate for externally.based decisions. -about pr'ogrfns, the
. ,

udder- represented categories in the example are equaVly
/

stgnificant to internal planners.

.Based on this assessment of the criteria in ,terms of the
-7.

model deacribed'in this paper, several activities are currently

derway to ..develop criteria that can be used/to assess the

mpty cells student/process' and facUlty/prOcess. Some of the

criteria that are being considered are in

classroom' discussions, attendance, .and the use of learning

supports and counseling services. All oft these criteria which

would be in the student/procesescell.
ve,

.Discussion.

The purpose of this paper /was to present a model that can

be used to integrate formative evaluation criteria into ongoing

mandated summativa evaluationd. An important part of this

approach involves the development of a model that can be used to
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highlight'the criteria currently used in any evaluation of
.

academic programs in higher education.; Through the detailed
.

assessment of-program review criteria and the.interrelatliens

betwe4n these criteria, a view of statewide and institutional

priorities tente developed..- The model propOSed inthis paper,

can be used to stimulate an exaMination'of the pOsSible

relationshipt between criteria. Some possible q tions are as

followsCAre, there correlations between facUity in ut

characteristic's and student process? Is there's r lationship

between faculty input and faculty process? What is the impact, of

faculty input and process on student outcomes? What would

happen to student elitcomes, if we changed faculty input'? Such

questions could lead to a greater understanding of the process

of schooling in higher education.

One of the consequences of using this model in our "case

study" was the identification .of the great emphasis placed by
=

the governing board on student/output criteria and

administrator/output criteria, while two other possible program

review criteria areas 7 student/process an4-faculty/process:-.

were not assessed t all.

Since outside agencies are primarily concerned with

summative evaluation, it is not too surprising that in our case

study the criteria are not equally represented in each cell in

the model. It was apparent that the governing board was not
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primarily concerned with process criteria that might have

explained outcome results obtai0ed from therprogram undergoing.

review. However, from. a feedback/corrective ',atilt of view,-;the

criteria areas that could provide the most useful' information

for revising a program, jf.that seemed:epprop6ate,. would ,nd

to fall in the process zells = student, faculty, and.'

administrator. Two of the process areas (student and faculty)
A

that would be very useful for the formative evaluation of an

academic program were not even evaluated within the current

program review structure. The process cells would represent

criteria that should be of concern in most formative program

evaluations; these are the variables that define what the ",

faculty, students and administrators are actually doing and is

typically considered the "academic program".

In developing criteria that are appropriate for All the

programs and universities within a system, the governing board

has identified areas that would be the most general and thereby

applicable to a wide variety:of-different programs.

Unfortunately, these reviews lose, some, of their usefulness

within each university because of this generality: Since the

externally-mandated program reviews represent a major evaluation

activity by the universities. within the state, the

administrators within the university that are responsible for

the program evaluations should. be aware of the impact of the
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criteria that are chOsen.

The rasponse made by thee university used in the case study

was to develop criteria that could bemsed to assess, areas not-

currentlyn tapped by the board. critetia an-order to maximize the

internal, utility of these reviews for formative evallation. The

view adopted was that since the programs were currently

undergoing an externally-mandated program review, the

supplemental infoimation designed to address specifically the

within-univetsity planning, management and decision7making needs

should become an integral part of theA)roces and not merely

ancillary.
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Table 1. Classification' of Evaluation Criteria

Sequence 'Participants
======

Samnple criteria 'Perceat:'

Input
,

Process

.Students Student Chtecteristics
FacvltY. Program objectives

Administrators resources

/i.
StUdents Time on.tes 0.0
FaCultr. Student/facu y interaction, 0,.0

. Administrators Support serVices, 7 15.6

9.4.
12.5
6.2

28.1

Output" Students
Faculty ::

Administratore

" a

Satisfaction' with -- program
Grant
Unit/instructional costs

15.6

28.1
9:4'
18.8

-Note :-_:Percentages represent the Proportien'o 'criteria in each
cel.-1 out of total of 32 c0.teria.


